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From the INTRODUCTION. TO show the
scope of this book, and what the reader
may expect to find novel in it, the shortest
way will be to tell how it grew in the
authors hands, and how the discoveries
which it contains came to be made one
after another. Four years ago the late Mr.
Samuel Butler was good enough to give me
a copy of his book on Shakespeares
Sonnets (1899), as he had given me other
of his writings which I prized. I read it, at
first merely with the view of forming an
opinion which I might express to the author
; but soon became interested, indeed
fascinated, by the problem of the Sonnets,
which I had paid no attention to before,
having been always too much repelled by
the obscurity of the poems to read any but
a few of them. After reading Butlers twelve
chapters, from which I gained for the first
time a general view of the several theories,
including his own, I proceeded, according
to his advice, to study the Sonnets
themselves, using the original text, which
he had conveniently appended to his
volume in a facsimile of the precious
quarto of 1609. I came soon to agree with
my guide that a story of some sort is
staring us in the face; but it was not long
before I saw that Butlers story of an
unscrupulous young fellow named Hews or
Hughes would never do, if only for the
reason that the youth addressed in the
Sonnets was not a scamp, whatever else he
was. On turning to the essay of James
Boaden (1832), I found that some evidence
had already been put together, supporting
an earlier guess of Hey wood Bright
(1818), that the youth addressed was
William Herbert, afterwards third Earl of
Pembroke, the most universally loved and
esteemed of any man of that age
(Clarendon). But Boadens proof was far
from positive, so that no one had been able
to press the identification home with
confidence, not even the late Mr. Tyler
with all his new matter touching the lady in
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the case. At length I discovered that the
proper name Hews in the allusive line of S.
20
A man in hew, all Hews in his
controlling which was a stumbling-block
to some and a stepping- stone to others
(Byron, for example), was really inserted
by Shakespeare as a punning clue to the
identity of Lord Herbert, one of whose
courtesy titles was Lord Fitzhew. This use
of one of the Pembroke baronies to pun
upon was confirmed by the next discovery,
that the frequent use of Rose (as in the
opening couplet of the opening sonnet) was
also playfully meant in allusion to another
of Lord Herberts titles, Lord Ros of
Kendal, which made a good pet name as
my lord Rose. Thirdly, I found that the
mock-sublime 19th Sonnet, Devouring
Time, blunt thou the Lions paws, was a
witty exercise upon the Pembroke heraldry;
and that the famous Fair, kind, and true
Sonnet was a series of variations, no less
ingenious than elegant, upon two of the
Pembroke mottoes the first half of the
sonnet upon the principal motto of the
family, Ung je servirai, I shall keep one;
the next lines upon the motto of the Parrs
(the maternal ancestry), Amour avec
loyaute; whilst the envoi united the two in
a climax of witty compliment: Fair, kind,
and true have often lived alone, Which
three till now never kept seat in one. By
these new proofs I became so confident
that Lord Herbert was the man, that I
looked for and soon found several sonnets
corresponding with known dates in his
biography, and with historical events in his
youth, such as the death of Spenser on 8th
January 1599, and the rebellion of Lord
Essex on 8th February 1601; so that it
became easy to fix the three years period
over which the Sonnets avowedly ranged
as the years from 1598 to 1601. In this
time-scheme the series of nine sonnets on
the Rival Poet fell in the early summer of
1599, and the real occasion of them, I saw,
was the vacancy in the office and pension
of the Poet Laureate on the death of
Spenser.
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Short Biography William Shakespeare Biography Online After his marriage, information about the life of
Shakespeare is sketchy, but it seems he spent most of his time in London writing and acting in his plays.
SHAKESPEARES STORY OF HIS LIFE: C. CREIGHTON: Amazon Sep 11, 2016 William Shakespeare died on
23 April 1616, his 52nd birthday With Stratford-upon-Avons reputation for scandalous stories and rumors in the
Shakespeares story of his life 1904 [Hardcover]: Charles, Creighton On this day in History, William Shakespeare
born on Apr 23, 1564. Lead Story This dearth of biographical information is due primarily to his station in life William
Shakespeare: Death - Shmoop William Shakespeare Short Biography. This is a short biography of William
Shakespeare. It includes the major facts about his life and work. William Shakespeare: His Life and Work: Anthony
Holden Buy SHAKESPEARES STORY OF HIS LIFE on ? FREE SHIPPING on qualified orders. none Ships from
and sold by . Gift-wrap available. Ship to: Select a shipping address. To see addresses, please. Sign in William
Shakespeare Short Biography - My English Pages The Tempest is a play by William Shakespeare, believed to have
been written in 161011, and . Prospero indicates that he intends to entertain them with the story of his life on the island.
Prospero has resolved to break and bury his magic staff Shakespeares life - Wikipedia William Shakespeare - Mini
Biography - YouTube Buy Shakespeares story of his life by Charles Creighton (ISBN: 9781177459679) from
Amazons Book Store. Free UK delivery on eligible orders. William Shakespeare: His Life and Work [Anthony Holden]
on . who will be fascinated by the riddles which make up Shakespeares life story. The Tempest - Wikipedia
Shakespeares story of his life 1904 [Hardcover] [Charles, Creighton] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Lang:eng, Pages 476. Reprinted in How Shakespeare helped a young Jesuit meet the love of his life What was life like in
Stratford-upon-Avon and London when Shakespeare was alive? What we do know about his life comes from registrar
records, court records, wills, There are various traditions and stories about the so-called lost years William
Shakespeare - Wikipedia Shakespeares story of his life: Charles Creighton: 9781177459679 For all his fame and
celebration, William Shakespeare remains a mysterious figure William Shakespeare Biography: An online overview of
the Bards life from Shakespeares story of his life: : Charles Creighton Though William Shakespeare is recognized as
one of literatures greatest influences, very little is actually known about him. What we do know about his life
Shakespeare in Love - on William Shakespeare - Cinetropic Apr 25, 2017 One of William Shakespeares classics
became the unwitting theme to a love story involving a schoolteacher, a young Jesuit, and several Shakespeare
Biography at Biography of William Shakespeare and a searchable collection of works. This biography attempts only
to give an overview of his life, while leaving the . Some are reworkings of previous stories, many based on English or
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Roman history. The Project Gutenberg eBook of Shakespeare: His life, art, and Dec 12, 2012 - 5 min - Uploaded by
BiographyWatch a short video biography of William Shakespeare, The Bard of Avon best known for his William
Shakespeare - Poet, Playwright - On 23 April 1616, his 52nd birthday, William Shakespeare died. of the people who
knew Shakespeare personally had died, a version of his life story circulated William Shakespeare - Poet, Playwright Yet many facts of his life remain a mystery. Some have been acquired from painstaking looks at the records of the time,
so that this summary is based on William Shakespeare - British History - Apr 28, 2017 William Shakespeare was
baptized on April 26, 1564, in Stratford-upon-Avon, England. From roughly 1594 onward he was an important member
of the Lord Chamberlains Men company of theatrical players. Written records give little indication of the way in which
Shakespeares professional life molded his artistry. Shakespeare Resource Center - Shakespeares Biography
Shakespeare for Kids: His Life and Times, 21 Activities (For Kids series) [Colleen Shakespeares Stories for Young
Readers (Dover Childrens Classics). none Information about William Shakespeares life derives from public instead of
private documents: . Johnson adds that that story had been told to Alexander Pope by Rowe. In his Brief Lives, written
166996, John Aubrey reported that Shakespeare had been a schoolmaster in the country on the authority of William
Beeston, William Shakespeares Works/The Life of William Shakespeare The Project Gutenberg EBook of
Shakespeare: His Life, Art, And Characters, moral blemish in his life: he therefore utterly discredits the story in
question, and Shakespeares Life Folger Shakespeare Library William Shakespeare was an English poet, playwright,
and actor, widely . Another 18th-century story has Shakespeare starting his William Shakespeares life and times
Royal Shakespeare Company
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